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Disclaimer

This Green Bond Allocation & Impact Report (this “Report”) is intended to provide non-exhaustive, general information as of the date hereof. This Report may
contain or incorporate by reference public information not separately reviewed, approved or endorsed by The Hertz Corporation and/or Hertz Global Holdings,
Inc. (collectively, the “Company”) and accordingly, no representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is made and no responsibility or liability is
accepted by the Company as to the fairness, accuracy, reasonableness or completeness of any information incorporated herein.

This Report is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute or form part of, and may not be construed as, an offer or invitation to sell
securities, the solicitation of an offer to underwrite, subscribe for or otherwise acquire securities or a recommendation regarding any securities. This document
does not constitute legal or financial advice, and nothing contained herein shall constitute, form the basis of or be relied on in connection with any contract,
binding obligation or claim whatsoever. Any decision to purchase any of the Company’s securities should be made solely on the basis of the information to be
contained in any offering document produced in connection with the offering of such securities.

Prospective investors are required to make their own independent investigation and appraisals prior to any investment decisions and are solely liable for any
use of the information contained herein. No assurance is or can be given to investors that any projects or uses the subject of, or related to, any Eligible
Projects will meet any or all investor expectations regarding any “green”, “sustainable” or other similarly labeled performance objectives.

The information contained in this Report includes “forward-looking statements.” Forward-looking statements include information concerning the Company’s
liquidity and its possible or assumed future results of operations, including descriptions of its business strategies. These statements often include words such
as “believe,” “expect,” “project,” “potential,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “estimate,” “seek,” “will,” “may,” “would,” “should,” “could,” “forecasts,” "guidance" or
similar expressions. These statements are based on certain assumptions that the Company has made in light of its experience in the industry as well as its
perceptions of historical trends, current conditions, expected future developments and other factors it believes are appropriate in these circumstances. The
Company believes these judgments are reasonable, but you should understand that these statements are not guarantees of performance or results, and that
the Company’s actual results could differ materially from those expressed in the forward-looking statements due to a variety of important factors, both positive
and negative, that may be revised or supplemented in subsequent reports on Form 10-K, 10-Q and 8-K filed or furnished to the SEC.

Certain statistics and metrics included in this Report are estimates and may be based on standards and practices for measuring progress that are still
developing, controls and processes that continue to evolve and assumptions that are subject to change. Accordingly, such historical, current and forward-
looking statistics and metrics may be subject to modifications in future reports due to such developing standards, practices and controls and processes.

You should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. All forward-looking statements attributable to the Company are expressly qualified in their
entirety by the foregoing cautionary statements. All such statements speak only as of the date hereof, and, except as required by law, the Company
undertakes no obligation to update or revise publicly any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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Green Bond Allocation Report

• Percentage of Green Bond proceeds allocated to Eligible Projects: 100% ($0 Green Bond proceeds remain to be
allocated)

• The Green Bond proceeds refinanced $800M of HVF III Series 2021-A debt incurred to purchase the Green
Finance Vehicles in the period from March 2, 2022 to March 2, 2023.

(1) HVF III is a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Hertz Corporation.

Green Bonds Green Finance Vehicles

Hertz Vehicle Financing III LLC ("HVF III") (1)

Settlement 
Date Maturity Date Amount ($M) Eligible Projects Amount ($M)

Series 2023-1 March 2023 June 2026 $500.00 Clean Transportation
CUSIPs: Battery Electric Vehicles $800.00

Class A 42806MBS7
Class B 42806MBT5 Total $800.00
Class C 42806MBU2
Class D 42806MBV0

Series 2023-2 March 2023 June 2028 $300.00
CUSIPs:

Class A 42806MBW8
Class B 42806MBX6
Class C 42806MBY4
Class D 42806MBZ1

Total $800.00
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Green Bond Impact Report

57,504 mtons
estimated amount of CO2e 

avoided during the reporting 
period

Emissions Avoided 
(mtons CO2e)5

Average ICE 
MPG4Average EV MPGe3Miles Driven2EPA Car Classification1

1126 119 42.5K 2WD SPORT UTILITY VEHICLES

11834 120 627.8K 4-DOOR COMPACT PC

49.3K32 128 240.8M4-DOOR MID-SIZE PC

1 33 109 4.3K4-DOOR SUB-COMPACT PC

3.5K 24 123 11.9M 4WD SPORT UTILITY VEHICLES

4.6K29 117 20.1MSMALL WAGON

57.5K 273.4MGrand Total

1. EPA Car Classes as defined by the U.S. EPA and sourced from JD Power (https://www.jdpower.com/).
2. Cumulative miles driven by purchased EV during operational use within our fleet during the reporting period, broken out by EPA 

Car Class. Reporting period for the impact report is March 2, 2022, to March 2, 2023.
3. Average combined miles per gallon equivalent for the EVs within the corresponding EPA Car Class. Fuel efficiency values are 

sourced from JD Power (https://www.jdpower.com/).
4. Average combined miles per gallon for the internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles within the corresponding EPA Car Class. 

Fuel efficiency values are sourced from JD Power (https://www.jdpower.com/).
5. Emissions were calculated using the cumulative miles driven per EPA Car Class within the reporting period, the average MPG for 

EV and ICE vehicles per EPA Car Class, and using EPA emission factors with AR6 GWP applied. The difference between 
emissions associated with the EV and ICE vehicles equals emissions avoided. 

• Hertz quantified the estimated emissions impact from the
refinancing of debt used to purchase electric vehicles with the
proceeds of the Green Bond.

• The impact assessment is based on the operational use of the EVs
during the reporting boundary and compared to if a combustion
engine vehicle were purchased and utilized instead.

• Any additional emissions avoided associated with the continued use
of the EVs within Hertz’s fleet are not considered for this impact
report.


